
Appendix 3 – Supplementary results of economic evaluation 

analysis 

Base case analysis 

Table A 2 Number of adverse events for PIP and non-PIP scenarios 

Adverse events PIP cases Non-PIP cases Difference NNH 

NSAID model     
   GI bleeds 48 25 23 43 
   Dyspepsia 1141 973 168 6 
   MIs 213 172 41 25 
Benzodiazepine model     
   Hip fractures 296 184 113 9 
   Other injuries 1864 1159 704 1.4 
PPI model     
   Hip fractures 195 167 28 36 
   C. difficile infections 94 70 24 41 

Adverse events PIP cases per 1000 
person years 

Non-PIP cases per 
1000 person years 

Difference NNH 

NSAID model     
   GI bleeds 60.34 50.91 9.44 106 
   Dyspepsia 2.54 1.30 1.24 804 
   MIs 11.24 9.00 2.24 447 
Benzodiazepine model     
   Hip fractures 15.22 9.44 5.78 173 
   Other injuries 95.74 59.56 36.18 28 
PPI model     
   Hip fractures 10.04 8.59 1.45 689 
   C. difficile infections 4.84 3.57 1.27 791 

Abbreviations: NNH, number needed to harm; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PPI, 
proton pump inhibitor; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years. 

 

  



Probablistic sensitivity analysis 

The outputs of each iteration of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis were plotted on a CE plane to 

compare the distribution of ICER estimates for each PIP. Figure A  plots the outputs for each 

iteration using the alternative NSAID scenario where individuals taking NSAIDs remain on this 

medication following any adverse event as opposed to the base case analysis where individuals are 

switched to paracetamol following an adverse event. This scenario was more comparable to the PPI 

and benzodiazepine models where in the base case analysis it was assumed that individuals 

remained on therapy regardless of adverse events, due to unlikely attribution of the adverse events 

in the case of PPIs and dependence and withdrawal effects in the case of benzodiazepines.  

 
Figure A 6 Incremental costs and utilities for PIP compared to non-PIP from probabilistic 
sensitivity analysis using alternative NSAID scenario 
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Evaluation of cost-effectiveness of published interventions 

The results of threshold analysis for an intervention to target NSAID prescribing are plotted in Figure 

A 7 showing whether the intervention is preferred to no intervention at a cost-effectiveness 

threshold of €45,000 per QALY as intervention cost and effectiveness vary. The arrow shows how an 

intercept can be used to determine the cost at which the intervention becomes cost effective given a 

certain effectiveness, or vice versa. For example, at a €500 intervention cost, the intervention 

targeting NSAID prescribing would be cost effective if it reduces PIP by at least 12.6%. 

 

Figure A 7 Threshold effectiveness value for NSAID intervention at intervention cost of €500 and 

cost-effectiveness threshold of €45,000 per QALY 


